Coveo Dealer
Portals for
Manufacturers
Your dealer ecosystem is a crucial sales
channel. Yet it’s been hard to create a scalable
infrastructure to provide timely — and
accurate — information. Here’s your blueprint
to self-service dealer portals that provide all
the answers they need — 24/7.

Today, maintaining and expanding market share means being available to your dealers
whenever they need you — with superior sales and service, instant information on product
availability, product pricing, and product specifications. And delivering that pre- and post-sales
service without costing you more.
You need to provide dealers services that help them keep their
customers happy and in turn, you reduce channel churn — and
develop a relationship as a supplier for the digital era. This is
why manufacturers like you are investing heavily in creating
dealer portals, for both online ordering and post-sales service.

Coveo for Manufacturer Dealer Portals

Coveo helps manufacturing firms deliver superior online service
by providing web self-service and B2B ecommerce solutions
that enhance your dealers’ experience and build channel loyalty
— while reducing cost-to-serve.

The Requirement: Delivering
Superior Dealer Service Online
A dealer portal can’t be just a dumping ground of data and information. It has to provide timely
and relevant information. Getting this right has been historically difficult, given siloed systems,
legacy product data, and variable dealer accreditations.
However, the imperative to get it right has never been higher.
A year of COVID brought home to manufacturers how important
it was to be able to sell and service online. Sales teams simply
couldn’t travel to pick up regular orders. Dealers and customers
didn’t necessarily want people personally visiting them in the
height of the pandemic either. Online self-service for ordering
and after-market support became essential.

From print to PDFs to fully digital
Gone are the days when your partners relied on printed
and bound product brochures and price books. Distributors
do not have the time to waste sorting through volumes of
product documents, price lists, and technical specifications.
Partners do not want to wait for someone to get back to them
in a day — and they don’t. There is no shortage of online
competition to turn to instead.
Today, partners expect to access the latest product information
and pricing through a partner portal. When you make it easy
for your partners to sell to and service their customers, you
strengthen your relationship and remain a top-of-mind supplier.
Here is a blueprint for an effective dealer portal.
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Digital Transformation for Manufacturing
The most effective way to support your distribution partners is to give them the tools and
resources they need to configure, price, and quote new sales opportunities or deliver services
to products they have already sold.

What an effective partner
portal should do
Maintain details about the partner relationship
Identify and authenticate partners through a login
Present relevant information to each partner based on
their relationship profile
Provide immediate access to product catalogs, descriptions,
pricing, and availability
Offer tools and resources to accelerate the configuration,
pricing and quoting process
Deliver service information, e.g., user manuals, technical
guides, parts lists, etc.
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Your partners expect quick and intuitive access to your product
descriptions, sales guides, use cases, service resources,
and pricing guidance through a web and mobile accessible
partner portal.
A library of PDF versions of your price books, product manuals
and collateral will no longer work. Who has time to look for
the schematic on page 64?
An effective portal must deliver an experience that helps
partners effectively respond to new sales opportunities and
deliver services their customers expect. The portal must reflect
the existing relationship with each partner and help them find
the information they need to develop new opportunities
and close business.
A portal can provide a one-stop resource to support your
partners’ success. Portals are available anytime through any
device. Creating an effective partner portal however, requires
good content and tools to help partners find and apply what
they need when they need it.

Unify All Your Data Sources
Intelligent search can help partners find and discover important information, but this requires
access to a repository of up-to-date and relevant data. Ideally, a partner portal will draw
from information repositories that exist within the company and organize and aggregate
the data in ways that partners can easily consume and apply what they find.
A partner portal can draw upon existing information repositories
such as Document Publishing Systems Learning Management
Systems, CAD Systems, Price Books, the Support Knowledge
base, and other internal content repositories.

Information a dealer portal
should provide
Product Information – This can be unstructured and
structured information such as descriptions, parts lists,
specifications, schematics, FAQs

CAD Systems

Price Books

Parts Catalog

Inventory Systems

Pricing & Availability – Pricing often varies by volumes
— so you will want to make sure this is determined
by entitlements. Also include pricing guidelines,
discounting policies, inventory, shipping, and delivery
Sales and Marketing Support – This includes sales
guides to position product features and capabilities,
and use cases to describe how products can be used

Product Support

Dealer
Portal

Service Resources – User manuals, technical guides,
service knowledge base
Distributor
Communities

Document
Publishing Systems
CRM Systems
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q

BRP centralized its global dealership
portal with Coveo for Salesforce.

Accelerate Partners’ Success
with Intelligent Search
A primary challenge to the development of partner portals is that partners do not always know
exactly what they need or where to find the right resources. A well-defined partner portal must
make it easy for partners to find what they need.

Intuitive search
and discovery capabilities
Search – Provide a prominent search bar on your partner
portal to allow partners to enter natural language queries
referencing product descriptions, keywords, models number,
or product features
Browse – Let partners browse product information by product
types, model, and other identifying characteristics
Discover – Present partners with recommended content based
on what they search for and what you already know about the
context of the relationship

A powerful search capability will help your partners locate
the information they need. By leveraging an intelligent search
capability partners do not need to be “search experts” or know
what keywords to use to find what they need.
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q
North America’s
largest manufacturer
of lighting and control
systems rebuilt its
search-led website
in 5 months — and
on budget.

Use Context to Enhance
the Dealer Portal Experience
A dealer portal may contain information that answers many distributor questions, but this
is meaningless if they cannot find what they need. One of the top reasons for the mismatch
between what a partner looks for and what they find is lack of context.
A partner may need information to configure a new quote or to
deliver service to an existing customer. A few keywords entered
by a partner are not sufficient to describe the full context of their
information need. The more information or context the portal
can work with, the more likely the right information can be
delivered quickly and accurately.
An intelligent search tool should expand beyond the terms
a partner provides. Context may include a product version or
model, existing products owned, the way the customer uses
the product, past service issues reported, or any other revealing
details. All of this helps establish the context for the information
and increases the probability of providing the right information.
Without context, manufacturers cannot maximize the return on
their partner portals. Companies may spend millions to develop
and nurture distribution partner networks, yet the time may be
significantly diminished if a partner cannot find the information
they need when they need it.

q
VMWare improved self-service
for its 75k global partners.
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Dealer Portals Deliver a Win-Win
for Successful Distribution Relationships
A portal can provide a one-stop resource to support your partners’ success. Portals are available
anytime through any device and offer a low-cost solution to effective partner enablement.
The ability to provide timely information to your distributors
means that they can get this information to their customers to:

Respond to
a new request
for proposal

Configure
a price quote

Differentiate
your product
from the
competition

Deliver service
to existing
customers
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The answer is
Coveo Dealer Portals
for Manufacturers
Partner portals provide a comprehensive self-service
information resource to support your partners’
sales and service efforts. Partners get the answers
they need quickly, and you can deliver partner
support at lower costs by reducing the time your
partner support and sales teams need to provide
direct assistance.
When you help your partners provide better sales
and service you increase the likelihood that they will
keep their customers happy. When you can help
them sell and satisfy their customers, they will be
more effective partners.
Learn how Coveo fuels your growth with AI-powered
relevance for your sales, distribution, dealer, and
service channels.

Learn more about Coveo
Coveo is the world’s leading cloud-based relevance platform.
The Coveo Relevance Cloud™ uses applied AI to deliver
relevant experiences in all digital interactions, from search
to recommendations to personalization.

Contact us

